yes for the cinema subsidiary okay

capture every day is off copy

but also do we are still in this

separation and we’re monitoring yeah yes

sir comes out the timer undocking

confirmed have a good flight thank you

thank you all looking forward to meet

you on earth so do we I and docking

confirmed at 526 p.m. central time as

the soyuz tma own 9m in the

international space station flew 262

miles over northeast mongolia we free

crew members begin the road home

expedition 38 now has formally begun
we're going to good image thank you

so for the second time in nine days the

TMAO 9m is flying free this time for the

last time as it separates from the aft

port of these vezde service module one

minute you left we are about two minutes

away now from the separation burn this

will be a 15-second burn of the Soyuz

thrusters about half a meter per second

burn to accelerate the so uses

separation rate again ultimately to

drift to a point about 12 kilometers or

seven and a half miles away from the

International Space Station for the
deorbit burn that will begin the journey

home for your chicken Nyberg and parmitano vice versa driven by spacer hi

see you soon

yes good on how would you evaluate the image and reco very clear results we can see the horizon we can see that we are back enough along the X crosshairs

aligned we can see the target was really here did you see inaudible no we tried but we didn't one minute